Autumn Leaves November to return in December


This block is about playing with color and I will give you a design to do a color mockup If you just want to play with it first. You will need to cut 1" squares to make your
mock up. And I just cut a 1/4" strip for the stems. SOME SQUARES IN HALF TO GET
THE TRIANGLES.



From your stash, pick leaf colors of red, orange, yellows even some browns and
wines. I did not use yellow but you can . You need 15 different colors. I did not
repeat but you can. You need 4 greens although you could only use one.




Cutting Instructions: Cut 12 - 2 1/2"squares of leaves colors.



Background is White on Beige. cut out: Four 2 1/2" squares and Eight 2 7/8" squares
to make your half squares.



For the stems I cut four 2 7/8" green squares. Then I drew the diagonal line down
each of them and drew 1/4" on either side of that line to give a 1" bias strip. I
diagonal cut four of the 2 7/8" background triangles and sewed a triangle to each
side of my bias strip. I re-squared my squares to 2 1/2" which was usually 1/4" EXYRA
on the top and bottom TO CUT OFF. *** MAKE SURE YOU DO NOT TURN YOUR STEM
SQUARES WHEN SEWING THEM AS THEY WILL NOT MATCH.



Then lay out your squares, following the pattern and sew 4 leaves. Then sew the 4
leaves together. YOU DO HAVE A LOT OF BUTTED SEAMS TO MATCH UP .



Have fun with it. There is some challenge but not difficult.

Cut 4 different leave colors 2 7/8" squares to layer with background 2 7/8"squaress
to make half squares**( two squares sewn together 1/4" to each side of the diagonal
center line and cut apart.)



